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Dear Parents
Thank you for all your help and support over this very strange half term. We were
blown away by the ‘Thank a Teacher’ video this week and feel so blessed that we
have such a brilliant community. We can’t wait until we can open our doors to
everyone again.
We are currently planning to open on June 1st for Year groups R, 1 and 6. This
however is dependent on the government's announcement that it is safe to open
schools. Please keep checking ParentMail throughout the half term as we are still
making plans and will be communicating with you throughout the holiday. We are
also open throughout half term so if you have any questions please ring or email the
office and we will do our best to help.
I’m going to keep this message brief as there will be a lot of other letters and
information shared today. I will leave this newsletter as a celebration of the children’s
fabulous work! Have a fantastic half term.

Hannah Bennett

We would appreciate parents completing the following survey, as Sustrans are very active within Hadrian
Academy.

Dear School,
I hope you are all well.
I need your help.
In order to help Sustrans and Central Bedfordshire Council plan for the future and to further
promote active travel to families, we have produced a simple online survey for parents to fill in.
It takes less than 5 minutes and the link is:

https://sustrans.onlinesurveys.ac.uk/cbc-schools-parent-survey
There is a prize incentive for one lucky respondent who will win a £400 bicycle to suit their child.
I need this link to get out to as many parents as possible and I am really grateful for your time.
Many thanks
Alister Barclay
Schools & Communities Officer | Central Bedfordshire
Travel Choices Hub | 1 Ashton Square | Dunstable | LU6 3SN
07917 084663 | @SustransBedsMK
Sustrans working in partnership with Central Bedfordshire Council

Calling all speedy TTRockStars
We know lots of you are really fast at TT RockStars. This is your chance to get in
the Guinness Book of World Records for your speed. Full details can be found in
the letter sent via ParentMail last Friday. Please read the letter and follow the
instructions to be in with a chance to win.

Work by Year EYFS

Work by Year 1
Nina

Logan

Annesha
May - Topic

Mehmet

Rayaan

Ariana

Nicholas

Annesha

Rayaan

Jordyn

Josiah - Maths
Leo - Maths

Millie - Maths

Nicholas - Maths

Mehmet - Maths

May - Maths

Oakley

Henry B

Theo

Jordyn

Miles

Mehmet

Bonnie

Mia

Year 2 have been doing some
amazing maths work!
g

Work by Year 2
Impressive column
addition by Leo
Olivia

Darsh workin on
his maths

Isaac

Alex

Adam

They have been very creative and created new outfits
for Traction Man.

Lylah

Claye

Rebecca’s super suit
design

Vinnie

Jacob

Tyler

Evie created her own version of the
game tipping point and Maxwell built
a tank!

Maxwell

Evie

Darsh

Sadie has been busy
gardening

This week we learnt all about the
importance of caring for Earth.

A great poster by
Olivia

Evie-Mae

Brilliant literacy
work from Darsh
Olivia

Work by Year 3

More amazing work from
Sophia
Another wonderful poem
from Isabel!

A badger poem from
Aimee, how sweet!

This is such a funny
poem Otis!

A lovely shape poem by
Dylan

Pravin's brilliant snake
poem, look at how
he made the tongue
using letters!

A colourful and
effective shape
poem from Rafael.

A really beautiful
and effective
shape poem Isla :)

Wonderful shape
poem by Isabel,
great job!

Lily created a
super cute honey
bee shape poem!

Aimee's amazing
snake poem!

Great maths work
Isla!

Raina wrote a great
book review!

Harley just can't
stop reading - it's
too much fun!!

Umer's plants are
starting to grow!
Amelia looks determined about
cracking those clocks!

Brilliant score for Jamie on his
maths work. 100% correct!

Cute, colourful
calligrams from Meldoy

Shanaya got creative
when designing her
own calligrams.

Rafael's lovely
calligrams!

Some more amazing
calligrams from
Sophia!

Awesome work Zain! I
love your calligrams.

Brilliant calligrams from
Maryam.

Team Ellingham do
terrific calligrams!

Beautiful calligrams
by Isla!

Mia is proud of her
calligrams!

Honey Bee show and tell was a success.. we loved
sharing what we've been up to!

Work by Year 4
Elsa

Bella

Charlotte
Brooke

Jakey

Leah-Janae
Kian

Mica

Zoe

Jack - Science

Gabriel

Literacy – Describing a scene using your senses

Lucas

Riley

I can see
I can see gigantic oak trees.
I can see lovely robins sitting in their nests.
I can see smooth green grass in the park
I can see my playful friends playing basketball
I can see my beautiful family, walking around trees.
I can see ugly strangers playing a game
I can hear
I can hear a tiny blackbird, tweeting.
I can hear the wind rushing by.
I can hear a splash as someone jumps in a puddle.
I can hear my quiet friends playing hide and seek.
I can hear a great musician playing a p-bone.
I can hear an ice cream van selling delicious ice creams.

Ivet’s Maths

Work by Year 5

Amirah’s maths
triangle challenge

Harrisons’s
Maths

Nikola’s
Maths

Nikola’s Maths

Ivet’s Maths
Ravneet

Kerry’s Maths

Cory’s music
maker

Boyd’s solar system

Mya’s postcard

Julia’s Planet

Sumit’s solar
systen

Mya’s Planet

Lola’a book review

Robbie’s English
Boyd’s English
Ivet’s English

Clara’s
English

Joy’s English

Mariam’s English

Letter to Abu Bashir
Dear Abu Bashir,
I think you should take Ayesha through no man’s land because she needs to save her granny. I
understand you may be risking your life, but you have a bit of a chance since you are in an
ambulance.
This will help Ayesha and her granny a lot, because if this medicine doesn’t get to her granny, then
she probably won’t survive. Ayesha also probably wouldn’t be able to go through no man’s land
again, especially as the battle is about to start.
As a 10 year old, it’s definitely way too hard to go through a town holding live saving medication,
while there are guns being fired. These children haven’t fully experienced a nice loving life yet,
since they have been tortured by this war. It doesn’t hurt to have a little adventure.
Please Abu Bashir, this will really help her family!
From

Dr Leila

The Ending of ‘Oranges in No Man’s Land.’ Paragraph
The ending of Oranges in No man’s land was shocking because their life had gone back to
normal and granny stayed alive. I was satisfied with the conclusion because everything turned
out to be great with a touching flashback to make the ending more realistic.
Throughout the book, the only character that I didn't get a great understanding of is the
Auntie of Dr Leila. I would have liked to know why she was so mean to Ayesha and why she
lied about Dr Leila not being at HER surgery.
There is nothing to change about Oranges in No man’s Land because it had happy points and
dark points during the book that made the book amazing. The happy points of the story were
when Ayesha saved Granny's life and she made a friend called Samarthat taught her sign
language. The dark points of the story were when Ayesha's mama died from a bombshell and
granny ran out of medicine making her terribly ill.
Imani’s English

19/05/2020
When Latif found the flat, Ayesha was really grateful for him, and happy he found it. After
they were sent to get the cooking oil, Ayesha was kind of worried about her brother because
of the militiamen holding Latif. However, at Doctor Leila’s, she wasn’t really thinking about
Latif, and mostly granny because she had to get the medicine back to the flat.
While talking to Latif, she felt like a hero for getting this medicine, and she also felt like a
good sister. After the talk, she was thinking about Samar and why and where they were
leaving to.
Clara’s English

Ivet’s English
Wednesday

20th

May 2020

My opinion about the end of the story
I think the end of the story ended well because Ayesha’s granny got better and her dad also
came home. One thing that I still want to know about Samar and Mrs Zainab is where they
moved to when they left. If I could change something about the book I would change it so
that Ayesha and Samar went to the same school and still saw each other.

At the beginning of the story Ayesha sees Latif as an annoying little brother but she is
surprised when he finds the flat that they live In. Ayesha feels frustrated that she has do do
everything and finds it unfair that Latif cant go to do simple tasks like collecting cooking oil.
During the story Ayesha thinks that latif is naughty and she finds it quite hard that he doesn’t
listen to her. Things change between Ayesha and Latif after they have a talk when Ayesha
gives Latif some responsibillity, so she doesn’t have to do everything on her own. I think
Ayesha feels a little bit of pride when latif asks her if he can do something.
Alfie

Joy’s English

Joy’s English

Naran’s
English

Oliwia’s
English

Emmanuel’s
French calendar

Kerry’s French
Calendar
Noemi’s Morse
Code

Robbie’s French

Ghazi’s English

Robbie

Sienna’s English

Lesson 20
The ending didn’t shock me because I thought the ending was quite predictable. I think it was
satisfying because it had a happy ending and everyone was safe. I would like to hear more about
the characters after the war ended and if the two side became friends again. If I could change
anything it would be nice if Samah’s friend could go to the same school as her so they could be
together.
Harrison’s English
Lesson 21
This story is about Ayesha and her family during the Lebanese Civil War. Ayesha’s mother dies when
their flat is bombed, her Granny takes care of Ayesha and her brothers Latif and Ahmed and they
stay in an abandoned flat in Beirut. Ayesha meets a blind girl called Samah and they become best
friends. Ayesha has an adventure where she crosses the green line and no mans land to get
medicine for her poorly Grandma.
My favourite part of the story is when Ayesha has her adventure across the green line as it was very
intense. Because there was a war happening it was very dangerous, she got caught but she
pretended to be deaf by using sign language, the man just let her go and she was very lucky.

Oranges in No Man’s Land – By Elizabeth Laird.

MY REVIEW OF ORANGES IN NO MAN’S LAND
By Sufyan

5 out of 5!
Oranges in No Mans Land is a very exciting book but also is quite sad. The
book is set in Lebanon during the Civil War. Ten-year-old Ayesha crosses the
green line (which separates the two places during the war) to get to Doctor
Leila’s house for medicine for her sick Granny. Ayesha has two younger
siblings, Latif and Ahmed. Ayesha does have a mother in the story but at
the very start she unfortunately dies due to the bombing of their home.
Ayesha, her Granny and also her two brothers go to find a flat to live in, they
settle down in the flat they found. Ayesha makes a friend from the flat,
Samar. Samar loves to play cats cradle and she is deaf she has to use sign
language to speak to other people.
My favourite part of the story was the part in the story when Ayesha meets
Samar. This is my favourite part because I love how they became friends
straight away! I loved how Ayesha had played cats cradle with Samar and
how she could know what Samar was trying to say, as she is deaf. I also
loved how their friendship had begun. Ayesha had come to the flat and
they’d became best friends straight away. It was so amazing how Ayesha
took care of Samar when she was sad and also hurt. Ayesha didn’t just take
care of Samar though she took care of Latif, Ahmed and Granny when she
was very ill and everyone in the flat, she cared about and that why that is
my favourite part in the story.
I think Elizabeth Laird is very good at using similes in her books. She describes
everything in a very interesting way which makes it more exciting. One of
her similes were about a dove in the sky and how it flew. The simile was: the
dove in the sky swept like a plastic bag. I think she is very good at describing
similes!
I would definitely recommend this book to a friend or family member! I
enjoyed it so much and I think someone else would feel the same way to
about this amazing book… Oranges in No Mans Land!

Joy

This is my recommendation of Oranges in No Man’s Land. I really
hope that you like this review so hopefully you can go and get
this book and enjoy it just as much as I did. Put on your seatbelts
because this story is going to be an adventure of a lifetime!!!
First, let me tell you my like of the book. My like of the book is 5
out of 5. You are probably wondering why I chose it.
Well, I chose the rating of out of 5 to be 5 because it is such an adventurous story and
when you get into the first 2 chapters you feel like you are in the main character shoes
(her name is Ayesha).

Now, I’m going to talk about all the characters. Don’t worry about me spoiling it. Anyway,
the main character as I said before is Ayesha and she has 2 little brothers named Latif and
Ahmad. She lives with her mum and granny. Sadly, something really tragic happens in the
first two chapters but I’m not going to tell. If you want to know you have to read the
book.
My favourite part of the book was basically the entire book but if I could choose just one
bit of the book was probably when the granny got better and Ayesha made it through No
Man’s Land. What was shocking to me was at the start of the book and the last two
chapters of the book.
What I personally think that Elizabeth Laird is good is that she does not do boring phrases
like the birds flew to the sky. She levels them up and uses it like, the demented birds flew
like paper bags through the pitch-black sky.
I would definitely recommend this to a friend or a person who loves adventure, plus a bit
of action and who can handle strong emotions during tough times. Especially people that
would feel like they are living the book, or someone could relate this to poor people. I
hope you enjoyed this review and please could you come down and get the adventurous
book. Here is a sneak peek of the blurb if you want to read it:

Mariam

Work by Year 6

Ethan

Wow! - Ana

Rosie produced some creative art work.

Lola produced some excellent work this
week. This is an example of her DT skills.
Matthew did lots of
exciting learning
this week. Here he
is working hard to
learn the months of
the year in French.

Harry S produced a really creative
idea for a new computer game.

Ashley

Jan

Natalia

Lucas

Darrell

Afonso

Afonso

Nathaniel

English - Comprehension
Well done to Kieran B, Rhea, Ana,
Finley Emily, Elliot, Keiron H, Lyla,
Nasri, Harry W, Lola, Matthew, Harry
S, Rosie and Holly May on some
fantastic comprehension skills this
week. Excellent fact retrieval and
answers!

Adriana

Evolution and
Inheritance

Afonso’s
Science poster

What is variation and mutation?

Variation is usually a positive change which happens when
something reproduces. This means that the offspring has
some different features.
Mutation is a random change that can be harmless,
advantageous or disadvantageous. An example of a
harmless mutation is being able to roll your tongue. A
disadvantageous mutation can be blindness from birth.
Lastly, an advantageous mutation can be greater immunity
to common cold viruses.

How can a creature’s environment change the way
they evolve over time?

Evidence for evolution

If there is scarce food, then some species may die. The
strongest ones are the ones that will survive. For
example, sixty-six million years ago there was a mass
extinction of the dinosaurs because of a meteor.
Around 75% of the creatures on Earth died. This means
that the strongest 25% of creatures were the only ones
that survived.

An example of evidence to show that evolution is real is
fossils.
Then, the creatures left over had to adapt to their new
environment. This means that they begin to evolve.
They can be found in rocks and in sand and can take
thousands of years to form.

Scientists can tell how old a fossil is, this helps them
prove that creatures evolve over time.

